
 

ROOTING YOUR TEMPLE BODY  

-  MODULE  1  - 
Bamboo Spirit 

 

 

Bamboo Spirit: Bamboo Spirit teaches us that our body is a vessel and a container for Divine                  
Creative Spirit to flow through. Bamboo Spirit guides us to a place of rootedness, strength, flexibility                
and, most importantly, openness; to being fully present in the body. Bamboo Spirit focuses on the root                 
chakra, connecting with the earth, and the crown chakra, opening to divine inspiration. When we learn                
to empty, we become an open channel.  

Bamboo: Bamboo is one of the most dynamic plants on earth. It roots deeply and powerfully into the                  
earth and possesses tensile strength greater than steel. Bamboo’s strength represents your ability to              
hold your boundaries and withstand adversity. Its flexibility represents your ability to be resilient and               
re-center.  
 
Hollow Bamboo: Become Empty Presence. When you become a hollow bamboo, you become an              

open vessel for divine creative spirit and pure consciousness to move through you. This connection to                

spirit allows you to tap into your greatest self-expression and create a life aligned with your highest                 

 



 

potential. The hollow bamboo is the central energy channel in your Temple Body and is also known as                  

the inner flute, Sushumna channel, and hollow bamboo core.  

 

 

”The creative person is one who brings something from the unknown into the world of the known, who 

brings something from God into the world, who helps God to utter something- who becomes a hollow 

bamboo and allows God to flow through him. How can you become a hollow bamboo? If you are too full 

of the mind, you cannot become a hollow bamboo. And creativity is from the creator, creativity is not of 

you or from you. You disappear, then creativity is - when the creator takes possession of you."  
~ Osho  

 
 
Sankalpa: Your Intention 

Connecting to a Sankalpa is the practice of infusing our life with deeper             
meaning and purpose. Sankalpa is a Sanskrit word often used in a yoga context; “san” means to                 
unite or join and “kalpa” represents constructs/ideas/feelings. By gathering our ideas and deeper             
desires, we create a channel through which our creative power can flow. Your Sankalpa is also your                 
intention, and these words are used similarly within TBA.  

Start by connecting with your highest intention. The Center GEM of the TBA Guiding              
Compass is Intention. You have the opportunity to start again with each new breath. Intention invites                
you to align your mindset, thoughts, beliefs and actions with your highest desire, deepest dream and                
greatest YES. The aim of your intention gives direction and discernment to each step and choice along                 
your life’s path.  

With your Intention, life is created by your purposeful design. 

Reflect on what you desire to learn, gain, and take away from Rooting Your              
Temple Body. Set this as your intention for rooting your temple body. Be clear and write it down in                    
your journal. You can do this practice again and again with different intentions and receive something                
for each present moment.  

Setting an intention or Sankalpa each morning and at the beginning of your personal              
practice gives directionality and form to your vast creative potential. Throughout your practice and day,               
continue to weave your original intention and allow it to flow through your Temple Body. As you create                  
more space in your body for what you are calling in, you also create more space in your life for what you                      
want to cultivate. 
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Chakras 
 
Bamboo Spirit awakens embodied spirituality, anchoring pure consciousness within your 

rooted Temple Body. In this module, we will explore and activate the root chakra and crown chakra to 

experience yourself rooted in your Temple Body and open to receive divine creative energy. 

Root Chakra  
Chakra:  First    |    Sanskrit:  Muladhara  

Color: Red   |   Element: Earth   |    Bija Sound Mantra: LAM 

 

 

Location: Base of the spine, or perineum between the genitals and anus. 

Themes: Origin, Belonging, Tribe, Instinct, Security, Survival, Grounding, AND 
Stability. 

Gifts: A clear and open root chakra makes you feel secure, part of the tribe, 
calm, and connected to the earth, joyful and fully alive. 
Challenges: fear, stress, feeling alone, addictions, depression, feeling unsafe, 
AND finances.  
Mantra: “I am rooted. I belong here. I have the right to be here.” 
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Crown Chakra  
Chakra:  Seventh    |    Sanskrit:  Sahasrara 

Color: Violet   |   Element: Ether  |    Bija Sound Mantra: AH 

 

 

Location:  The top of the head. 

Themes: Wisdom, Knowledge, Divine Alignment, Inner Compass,, Spiritual 
Connection, Oneness with universal life force, AND Bliss.  

Gifts: A clear and open crown chakra allows you to have a direct 
connection with divine consciousness. Inspires trust in the universe as you 
surrender to the highest divine plan.  

Challenges:  not allowing time for spiritual reflection and practice, 
avoiding stillness. 
Mantra: "I am divine pure consciousness embodied." 
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- Bandhas & Breath -  
 

Bandhas: 
 

TBA incorporates the bandhas from yoga teachings to harness prana and 
awaken the hollow bamboo. Prana is a Sanskrit word meaning 'life force energy.' The Sanskrit 

word bandha means to ‘hold,' ‘tighten' or ‘lock.' The bandhas support balancing and strengthening the 

Bamboo core, as well as directing sexual creative energy through your Temple Body. Working with 

bandhas has many benefits as well as contraindications, please be mindful when practicing.  

 

TBA uses four main bandhas: Mula Bandha, Uddiyana Bandha, Jalandhara Bandha and Maha Bandha.  

 

❖ Mula Bandha: Mula means 'root, source, origin.' This bandha is used to engage your root and 

pull the energy upward.  

 

❖ Uddiyana Bandha: Uddiyana means 'flying up.' This bandha is used to continue the upward 

flow of energy (shakti) through the Sushumna. The belly button is drawn in towards the spine and up to 

lift the diaphragm and internal organs up into or toward the chest. It tones and strengthens the 

abdominal muscles and improves the function of the organs of digestion and elimination. Imagine you 

are hugging around your bamboo core to engage this bandha.  

 

❖ Jalandhara Bandha: Jalandhara means ‘a net, web, or mesh’. In this bandha, the neck and 

throat are contracted, the back of the neck lengthened and the chin is lowered toward the chest. 

Connect your tongue to the roof of the mouth, invite the skull back and then like you are putting on a 

hood, feel your chin tuck slightly. This position contains prana within the container of your Temple Body.  

 

❖ Maha Bandha (Triple Lock): Engaging all three bandhas simultaneously is called Maha Bandha. 

 

 

Sushumna breathing incorporates the bandhas and pranayama to awaken 
the hollow bamboo.  
 

Awaken the Hollow Bamboo: Sushumna Breathing Practice  
 

Begin by imagining you have hollow bamboo as your whole central axis, rooting you into the fertile 

ground, connecting with your earth star chakra and reaching to the heavens above, connecting you with 

your soul star chakra and the great mystery.  

 

Sushumna Breathing:  
 
❖ Make your mouth into a circle as if you are sipping through a straw.  
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❖ Breath up from your root, directing the breath and life force energy as you activate Maha Bandha 

(triple lock). See details in the section on Bandhas.  

 

❖ Hold your breath at the top of your inhale, resting the tongue on the roof of your mouth while still 

engaging the Maha Bandha.  

 

❖ Exhale through the mouth and release the Maha Bandha.  

 

❖ Pause at the bottom of your exhale in empty presence.  

 

❖ Repeat nine times.  

 

Practice Sushumna breathing to empty out and become a hollow bamboo.  
The hollow bamboo awakens the chakras and connects you to all of your guiding compass points. You 

create a clear channel for your sexual creative energy to flow. As you connect to your hollow bamboo as 

a container and vessel, in turn, you will experience your Temple Body as a vessel for Divine Creative 

Spirit. 

 
 
Daily Self-Love Practice with your Personal 
Mantra  
 
In the Bamboo Spirit Video, you are guided through the practice of Sushumna breathing and               

meditation to create your own unique personal mantra. Once you’ve created your mantra, it’s up to you                 

to take charge by consciously choosing new thought patterns that support and nourish who you are at                 

the root level.  
 

If you were not able to drop in fully the first time you do the Bamboo Spirit                 
video, I recommend doing it again to unveil a mantra that inspires and feels aligned with what you are                   

calling into your life. Once you have your mantra, find a time in your day that works for you to practice                     

Sushumna breathing with your personal mantra. This practice can be a seated or moving meditation. Say                

your mantra out loud or within, while focusing on being rooted in your intention and opening up to                  

creative spirit to move through you.  

 

Take some time afterward to free-write in your journal. Write about whatever you             

are feeling, thinking, and sensing in your body. This is just for you, so let your pen move spontaneously                   

across the paper. You must use your own willpower to hold yourself accountable to return to and create                  

a personal practice of connecting into your Temple Body every day.  
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Did you know It takes 21 days to create a new habit? 
 
Do not underestimate the power of repetition to create new pathways.           
Through repetition, you create new pathways of authentic expression. To develop new pathways of              

movement and choices in your life, you have to repeat new steps over and over. You have to keep                   

flowing with the same repetition. For example, you may connect with your journal practice or personal                

mantra every day for a month.  

 

 

Like a river carving its path, it starts with a trickle, and over time it 

carves through the rocks creating a new pathway.  

 
 
Invitation: Create reminders that pop up with alerts on your phone can be             
very useful. Reminder - ‘Morning Self-Love Ritual.’  
 
 
 
 
Another way to remind yourself of your Personal Mantra is to write it on a piece                

of paper and put it on your wall, bathroom, car, or somewhere you notice it often. Pause to read your                    

mantra and feel it in your body when every time you see it. You can even write it on your mirror with                      

dry-erase markers. Get creative with ways you can add this to your day. 

 

 

On this journey, becoming aware of your thoughts is essential so that you can              

get to know yourself more. Our minds are great tools, but they are not in charge, it’s up to us to take                      

charge by consciously choosing to create new pathways of thinking. Practice returning to your personal               

mantra when you find your thoughts going into a negative space. You have the power to change with                  

consciously creating new habits and ways of being.  
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Reflection Questions  
 

1. What does it mean to live with Intention? What is your Sankalpa and one Intention aligned with                 

your highest YES you can continue to align with as you journey through Rooting Your Temple                

Body? 
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2. What comes up for you when you connect with your foundation through your root chakra?               

What aspects of your root chakra are you desiring to work on during this Temple Body Arts                 

Journey? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. What comes up for you when you seek a connection with your higher self through your crown                 

chakra? When do you feel most open and connected to pure consciousness? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Write about the themes that arose in the creation of your personal mantra. 
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5. How will you commit to repeating your positive mantra to create new pathways in your life? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose ONE of the questions above and share your reflections with the Sisterhood inside our FB Group! 
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